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Introduction: Recollections of Rifleman Harris, Old 95th  

enjamin Harris was a young shepherd in Dorset when, in 1802, he was effectively 

drafted into the 66th Regiment of Foot of the British Army. He soon transferred into 

the 95th Regiment of Foot, one of the few rifle-armed regiments serving in the 

British Army in the early nineteenth century. He remained in the army, serving on three 

expeditions, until discharged after spending years in poor health, in 1814. Harris was in many 

ways a typical soldier of the Napoleonic period. He lacked social status and the ability to read or 

write, and so Benjamin Harris largely disappeared from the historical record after his army 

service ended. Due to the scarcity of information available in official army records, the lives of 

Harris’ comrades in arms have been largely forgotten. Harris’ army career would surely have 

been forgotten by historians had it not been for a chance encounter with half-pay officer Henry 

Curling, twenty years after Harris was discharged from the army. 

When Curling encountered Harris, whom he recognised from their time in the Peninsular 

War, Harris was working as a cobbler in Soho; an honest but certainly not prestigious profession. 

The two collaborated to write a book, the Recollections of Rifleman Harris, one which proved 

difficult to publish. It was not published until 1848, after many failed publishing attempts, the 

year in which Harris received a medal for his service in the Peninsular War. The memoir was 

published as part of a wider phenomenon in post-war Britain, where many soldiers published 

memoirs of their experiences during the Napoleonic Wars. Harris’ memoir stands out from the 
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rest for two key reasons. First, Harris’ memoir was one which chronicled the experiences of a 

common rank and file soldier during the Napoleonic Wars. Most memoirs were written by 

officers, and their narratives dominate the history of warfare in the Early Modern Era.1 While his 

is not the only narrative from the rank and file of the army, the rarity of such documents makes 

Harris and Curlings work interesting. Secondly, Harris’ and Curling’s’ work is significant because 

it gave a published voice to Rifleman Harris, an illiterate veteran. 

There are many factors to take into account when assessing Harris’ memoir. Like all 

memoirs, Harris’ work was written years after the events it describes—about twenty years after. 

As a result the work is based on Harris’ memory of the events, experiences, and feelings of his 

time in the British Army. This gave Harris the benefit of hindsight as he dictated his memories to 

Curling. Curling, a half-pay army officer, wrote and edited the memoirs, which is an important 

factor to consider when reading. Harris’ memoir was written with the intention of making 

money, as with all memoirs; while Curling struggled to find a publisher willing to print the book 

for nearly 15 years, and it was relatively unsuccessful after it was published, this is still an 

important factor to keep in mind. 

This paper argues that certain soldierly virtues, ones which were common in memoirs 

and historical works of the period, are present and important in the memoir, but are not 

absolute, which is a result of the fact that the intention of the memoir is to present an authentic 

account of a soldier's experiences in the war. Patriotism or a stated loyalty to King and Country 

are not expressed by Harris. Instead, motivations and incentives for joining the army consist of 

dashing appearances, drink, and money. Courage is central to how soldiers in the memoir view 

each other and their officers, and cowards are criticized. However, these is a limit to courage and 

bravery in the memoir. Harris' role as a “hero” in the work is inconsistent. Harris' memoir is an 
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account which in some ways plays into the “scum of the earth” myth common during the period, 

which portrayed soldiers as drunks and criminals. At the same time, Harris and his fellows 

demonstrate many examples of bravery and honour. While limited, these virtues were very 

important to the society of British army soldiers during the Napoleonic War. 

The memoir tells the story of Harris’ time in the 2nd Battalion of the 95th Regiment of 

Foot.2 He fought, with his regiment, in the expedition to Denmark in 1807, and under Sir Arthur 

Wellesley and Sir John Moore in the Iberian Peninsula from 1807-1809. Most of the memoir 

discusses his memories of his experiences in Portugal and Spain, including the disastrous retreat 

to Corunna. The British Army was withdrawn from Spain and returned to Britain. While British 

forces would soon return to the Peninsula, and continue fighting there until 1814, Harris’ 

company instead was dispatched to the Netherlands, as part of the Walcheren expedition. This 

expedition was a disaster, and Harris was along the thousands who fell deathly ill. Following his 

return from the Walcheren expedition, Harris spend months on end in hospitals and in bed. 

He was eventually transferred to the 8th Veteran Battalion, and saw no further active 

service. Harris had been called into service as Britain mobilized for war following Napoleon 

Bonaparte’s escape from exile in 1814, but he fell sick again. Unable to answer the call to arms, 

he lost his military pension. The last events covered by the memoir were traumatic events for 

Harris; he was deathly ill and many of his comrades died. Despite this, he claims to remember his 

time in the army overall as the best period of his life. 

The chapters of Harris’ memoir follow a rough chronological order, telling the story of his 

army service from his initial enlistment to his effective discharge in 1814. However, in many 

chapters Harris’ narrative slips into anecdotes often very unconnected to the events discussed in 

the chapter overall. He might stretch his discussion of his role in a major battle, such as Vimerio, 
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over several chapters, and fill a fair portion of each chapter with two or three unrelated 

anecdotes. These anecdotes often relate to fellow soldiers, an officer or general, or something 

else with little connection to the fighting he discusses. His anecdotes reveal much about life in 

the British Army during these conflicts, but also aspects of wider British cultural values relating 

to perceptions of wars and soldiers.  

The stated intention of this book was to provide an authentic account of the Napoleonic 

Wars from the viewpoint of a private soldier, and there are several key aspects of the narrative 

that demonstrate this. Harris' account rarely discusses the wider events or strategy that 

concerned the army of the period or that made up most historical accounts of the war. In one of 

his descriptions for the Battle for Rolica (August 17th, 1808), he stated that “All I can do is, to tell 

the things which happened immediately around me, and that, I think, is as much as a private 

soldier can be expected to do.”3 He admits that, due to the heavy smoke expelled by rifles and 

muskets, it was almost impossible for him and other soldiers to truly know what was going on in 

the overall battle.4 Captain John Kincaid, a Rifle officer, wrote his own memoir of the conflict; his 

work was much more concerned with the overall events of the war. He frequently described the 

actions of Wellington and the Army as a whole, and provided context for the events described. 

The letters of Private William Wheeler, who served in the 51st Regiment during the war, also 

demonstrate a limited awareness of events. While he described some aspects of wider army 

movements and strategy in his letters home, he is not consistent; the editor of the published 

collection points out that Wheeler ignores a period of manoeuvres and marching that were a 

very crucial part of Wellington's strategy.5 While in hospital in 1814, he actually asked that his 

family send him news they heard about the army in France, as Wheeler had heard almost no 

news of his comrades while away from the army.6 
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 Whether genuine or intentional, several factors considering the text indicate that the 

words presented are little changed from the words that Harris used when telling his story to 

Curling. When Harris does not remember names, numbers or facts, the text states that Harris is 

unsure. If a name is recalled, but Harris is not quite sure if it is correct, this is also stated. The 

phrase “I think” was commonly used in the memoir; it appears at least twenty nine times, and is 

spread fairly evenly throughout the text. This shows that Curling did not polish up the text to 

make Harris sound more certain about his memories. It is also unlikely that Curling changed 

Harris’ words too much—Harris was still alive when it was published, so could have been told if 

Curling had changed anything major. The text of the memoir also contrasts with Curling's 

introduction and his writing style in other works, such as John of England. Whether it was 

intentional of simply the result of transcribing Harris' words, the text of Harris' memoir is much 

more simplistic compared to Curlings' other works, which use more embellished words and 

phrases. Because of this, Harris' work is an easier read. 

There were twenty years between the events of the memoir and their being dictated to 

Curling, and another nearly fifteen years before Curling could get them published. It can of 

course be expected that editing took place, and Harris’ words were based on memory, a 

memory that even the text shows had its limits. Harris’ story, as told through the lens of Curling 

still provides an interesting account of life in the British Army in the early 19th century.  

 

Historical Context: the British Army and the Napoleonic Wars 

The infantry of the British Army mirrored British society, in that the distinction between 

officers and enlisted men was heavily class-based. Officers were overwhelming from the upper 

class of British society, and very few soldiers who began as enlisted men were ever 
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commissioned. There were two main factors that caused this. The majority of promotions among 

commissioned officers were done through purchase or seniority; as the cost of commissions was 

high, it was not feasible for someone without significant financial reserves to purchase a 

commission.7 While some officers were promoted or commissioned by merit, this was 

uncommon and unpopular with the army’s officers. Only about five percent of officers were 

raised from the ranks.8 Enlisted soldiers came from much broader backgrounds, though the 

prevailing stereotype of the period portrayed them as the “scum of the earth,” criminals, drunks, 

and blackguards.9  

 While it was a very important aspect of British popular culture, patriotism was not an 

important virtue within the ranks of the British Army. It was very important in the French Army of 

the period, and French the French generals and government strove to encourage nationalism 

and patriotism among the men of the army. They frequently issued pamphlets and occasionally 

promoted men out of the ranks.10 Soldiers of the American Civil War, as well, were very aware of 

the ideals for which they fought.11 Both the Americans of the Civil War and the French of 

Napoleon's army could expect admiration and rewards at home, and they commonly fought for 

patriotism or for a deep commitment to a “cause.”12 This was not the case with the British Army, 

as soldiers could expect no admiration at home.13 In fact Harris, a sick veteran, is scorned by 

passerby’s in England outside of his hometown. This continued into the Victorian Era, as well.14 

Instead, the British Army encouraged army-specific virtues, such as courage and bravery, but 

also steadiness under fire and unit cohesion. These ideals were vitally important to battlefield 

success, but also to the lives of the ordinary soldiers. If members of a regiment broke ranks, they 

cold endanger the entire regiment.15 
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 The majority of the regiments were line regiments. They were armed with smooth-bore 

muskets and were trained to fire mass volleys in battle to make up for the inaccurate nature of 

their weapons. Volleys were fired either by entire ranks (the British Infantry of this period formed 

a battle line of two ranks, whereas most European armies formed their infantry lines using three 

ranks of soldiers) or by platoons, where each platoon of the regiment would fire together, for a 

rolling fire down the line. They were numbered by seniority—the 1st Regiment of Foot was the 

oldest regiment in continuous existence, whereas the 95th was a relatively new regiment. Many 

higher-numbered regiments only saw short lifespans, and many were raised for only one or two 

years. Very few regiments numbered over 100 lasted for longer than two years, one of which 

was the 104th, raised in 1803 from a New Brunswick militia regiment, and disbanded in 1817. As 

regiments were disbanded or amalgamated over the 18th century, many regiments were 

renumbered to fit their new place in the order of precedence.  

There were a handful of light regiments who were instead trained to fight in loose 

formations. Most were also armed with muskets, but a few were armed with the baker rifle. 

Harris’ regiment, the 95th Rifles, was one of the few rifle-armed regiments of the British Army. As 

opposed to the iconic redcoats of the rest of the infantry, riflemen wore rifle green uniforms and 

carried baker rifles. These rifles took longer to load than a musket, but were much more 

accurate weapons, making rifle-armed regiments very effective as light infantry. Four companies 

of the 2nd Battalion of the 95th served under Sir Arthur Wellesley, and later under Sir John Moore, 

in the Peninsula War from 1808 to their retreat in 1809. It was this regiment that was made 

famous by the Bernard Cornwell character, Richard Sharpe, who was among the riflemen that 

were separated from Harris and the rest during the retreat described in the Recollections. While 

Sharpe remained with Wellesley’s army following the retreat, and was later joined by the 1st 
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Battalion of the 95th Rifles and would go on to invade France in 1814, Harris did not return to the 

Peninsula, due to illness he contracted in the ill-fated Walcheren Expedition. 

Harris’ memoir contains no discussion of the overall strategic or diplomatic events 

surrounding his exploits in the army, but understanding what was going on around Harris is still 

important. Harris’ first overseas expedition took him to Denmark, where a British naval and army 

force attacked the nation’s capital in a pre-emptive strike to seize the Danish Fleet.16 Not long 

after this, Britain sent an army to liberate Portugal from French occupation. The army, 

commanded by the future Duke of Wellington (then Sir Arthur Wellesley, mentioned only a 

couple of times in the memoir), drove the French from Portugal following two battles, both of 

which Harris fought in. While Harris does not discuss this, following the British victory at the 

Battle of Vimeiro, a newly arrived British general offered the defeated French army very 

generous terms; they were carried back to France on British ships, carrying their arms and 

colours, and with no promises not to return to fight in the Peninsula.17 The government at home 

was outraged and recalled Wellesley and the general who offered the terms. Not long after, 

another British force was dispatched under Sir John Moore to Spain, where it met up with the 

British forces that Harris marched with. Unluckily for Moore, Napoleon Bonaparte invaded Spain 

and scattered the British’s Spanish allies, forcing Moore to retreat.18 The heavily outnumbered 

British Army retreated to the coast in a cold winter, their retreat covered by light infantry such as 

the 95th Rifles.19  

The British Army would return and cooperate with Spanish and Portuguese forces to 

eventually drive the French from the Peninsula, but Harris did not march with them. Instead he 

was sent to the Netherlands as part of the Walcheren Expedition. It was intended to support the 

Austrians, who had declared war on France. However, by the time that the British forces landed, 
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Austria’s armies had already been beaten. Sickness ravaged the British forces; 4000 British 

soldiers were died during the expedition, and only 100 died as a result of battle. Many more 

became sick and died in hospital back in Britain; Harris himself was sick for years but survived. 

More memoirs depicting the lives of soldiers of the Napoleonic Wars were published in 

Britain than from any other war before. Most were published between 1820 and 1840. 

Audiences in Britain were more receptive to soldiers’ memoirs due to a more heroic public 

perception of Britain’s soldiers, and rising literacy rates meant more people were reading them. 

The vast majority of the memoirs published by soldiers from the Napoleonic Wars were written 

by officers. However, due to the rising literacy rates common soldiers began to publish their 

works as well. In was in this context that Henry Curling asked Harris to recount his war memories 

for publishing. Harris’ memoirs differs considerably from others. Memoirs written by British 

officers, such as John Kincaid, tended to emphasize bravery and patriotism, and focused on the 

exploits of the generals and officers in command. Kincaid grounded all of his own exploits in the 

overall strategic context of the war, whereas Harris does not discuss anything beyond his 

personal view. Memoirs, biographies, and historical works of the Royal Navy published during 

this period were very similar in their emphasis on the bravery and patriotism of British sailors. 

Patriotism and British Nationalism were very important societal values during the Victorian era.20  

 

Historiography 

Due to the prevalence of memoirs, letters, and diaries of British soldiers (mostly officers) 

from this period, there have been several major works in recent years using soldiers' accounts to 

study their history and experiences in many aspects of warfare. Daly, in The British Soldier in the 

Peninsular War, focused on the wartime experiences of British soldiers in terms of their 
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encounters with foriegn lands and people. The accounts are used as travel narratives. He made 

several arguments within this book. One was that the experiences of encountering the people 

and landscapes of Portugal and Spain, lands that many Britons had never been to, were integral 

to their overall wartime experiences.21 He also argues that many British soldiers had higher 

opinions of their French adversaries than their Portuguese and Spanish allies; this largely was the 

result of the importance of religion among the Iberian populace.22 

 Holmes, in Redcoat, was less argumentative but instead tried to give a full account of the 

realities of life in the British Army, covering topics such as recruitment, promotion, wages, 

motivations and incentives, and campaign experiences. He blends many secondary studies with 

analysis of soldiers' accounts to counter popular myths of the Redcoat that prevail today.  

 Coss, in All for the King's Shilling, also tries to accurately describe the soldiers of the 

British Army. He argues that it was the skill and effectiveness of British soldiers that led to so 

many victories in the Peninsular War, as much as Wellington's generalship. In particular, he 

attempts to counter the prevailing “scum of the earth” myth that quickly became a common 

stereotype after popularized by Wellington. He places the many crimes committed by British 

soldiers, including looting and rape, in its historical context, arguing that the conditions on 

campaign were to blame for the prevalence of crimes, not the social background of the army. He 

also provides a good analysis of army virtues, such as unit  cohesion, steadiness in combat, and 

bravery worked well for individual soldiers as well as for the army as a whole.23 

 

Dashing Looks, Drink, and Bounties: Patterns of Recruitment 

The story of Harris’ recruitment plays into the politics behind difficulties of manning the 

British Army. He was initially drawn into the new Army of Reserve in 1802, a new militia force 
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separate from the long-standing county militias. Harris did not expect this to drastically alter his 

life, it being a militia force.24 However, it was not long before Harris was drafted out of the Army 

of Reserve into the 66th Regiment of Foot, a line regiment of the regular British Army. He was 

forced to leave is friends and family, including his elderly father, who was left “without an 

assistant to collect his flocks, just as he was beginning more than ever to require one.”25 This was 

a deeply unpopular practice, as it was a form of conscription in all but name, as the actions of 

Harris’ father demonstrate:  

 

My father tried hard to buy me off, and would have persuaded the Serjeant of the 

66th that I was of no use as a soldier, from having maimed my right hand (by 

breaking the fore-finger when a child). The Serjeant, however, said I was just the 

sort of little chap he wanted, and off he went, carrying me (amongst a batch of 

recruits he- had collected) away with him.26  

 

Harris’ supposed maimed hand was not enough to dissuade the recruiting sergeant, as the army 

itself was struggling to find enough recruits. Throughout the Napoleonic Wars the British Army 

struggled to recruit men into the army. Laws prohibited the army from recruiting within the 

ordinary militia, but not the Army of Reserve that Harris was drawn into; it was, in fact, created 

for that purpose.27  

 Most recruits in the British army were volunteers, often enticed by bounties and other 

incentives upon enlistment. Cash bounties were lowered or raised based upon the current 

manpower needs of the army; in 1803 the bounty was 7/12/6 and it had risen to 12 guineas by 

1805.28 Harris himself makes no mention of the bounty he would have received. He does not 
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really comment on the role of the bounty as an incentive to enlist, except in the case of a man 

he was chosen to execute. Harris, while still in the 66th Regiment, was part of a firing squad 

(made up of men from four regiments) to execute a soldier of the 70th regiment who had:  

 

deserted from that corps, and afterwards enlisted into several other regiments; 

indeed, I was told at the time (though I cannot answer for so great a number) 

that sixteen different times he had received the bounty and then stolen off. Being, 

however, caught at last, he was brought to trial at Portsmouth, and sentenced by 

general court-martial to be shot.  

 

Harris does not criticize the man for his crime of desertion. In fact, he remembers that the culprit 

had behaved bravely. This incident deeply affected Harris, and he described this scene as one of 

anxiety and gloom. In fact, the act of executing this man affected Harris far more than the crime 

he committed. This crime was not uncommon; while the enlistment bounties encouraged many 

to enlist, they also encouraged some to try and cheat the system, by enlisting and escaping from 

regiments with the money. 

Sometime after (Harris does not provide a timeline) Harris was stationed in Ireland on 

garrison duty with a portion of the 66th—while there he encountered a recruiting party of the 

95th Regiment of Foot, a very new rifle-armed regiment in the British Army. It is in his journey 

back to England in the company of fellow new enlistees in the 95th that Harris demonstrates 

another recruiting phenomena. He encounters a recruiting party of the 85th Rifles, and decides 

to join their 2nd Battalion because he “fell so in love with their smart, dashing, and devil may-care 
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appearance, that nothing would serve me till I was a Rifleman myself.”29 The recruiting party, all 

Irishmen, continued recruiting in Ireland, with Harris and other recruits in tow: 

 

We started on our journey, one beautiful morning, in tip-top spirits, from the 

Royal Oak, at Cashel; the whole lot of us (early as it was) being three sheets in the 

wind. When we paraded before the door of the Royal Oak, the landlord and 

landlady of the inn, who were quite as lively, came reeling forth, with two 

decanters of whiskey, which they thrust into the fists of the Sergeants, making 

them a present of decanters and all, to carry along with them, and refresh 

themselves on the march.30 

 

The drink along the journey to England leads to several brutal fights between the Catholic and 

Irish recruits, whom Harris remembers having to be quelled and kept apart.31 This was very a 

very common recruiting strategy—alcohol was used as an incentive just as cash bounties were. It 

was common for recruiters to get men drunk and appeal to them with their dashing 

appearances.32 Harris, while he never mentioned being drunk, claims he initially joined the Rifles 

because of their appearance. Landlords who gave potential soldiers drink were often given their 

own recruiters’ bounty by recruiting sergeants.33 There is no patriotism in the decision of Harris 

nor any of the other enlistees to join the 95th Rifles—they are tempted by their dashing looks, 

bounties, and alcohol. This is surprising, given the period and audience in which the memoir was 

written for. Historical works and memoirs of the time often are filled with patriotic claims and 

motivations, yet Harris instead presents a more simple and likely realistic description of his 

decision to join the 95th. Harris does not present him and his fellow soldiers as the stereotypical 
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“scum of the earth,” as the Duke of Wellington famously characterized his soldiers, but the story 

of his initial enlistment (both being drafted into the 66th and his decision to join the Rifles) does 

not convey motivations beyond dashing appearances and drink. 

 Letters written by Private William Wheeler also demonstrate the prevalence of drink in 

the recruitment process and the lack of patriotic motivations. Wheeler enlisted into the 51st 

Regiment of Foot in 180_ from his original militia regiment, which he writes he was happy to 

leave. Wheeler joined the army after laws had been passed allowing regular army recruiters to 

recruit from the militia. His decision to leave the Militia regiment was largely because of his fear 

and dislike of the regiment tyrannical colonel.34 The 51st Regiment was chosen because that is 

where most of his comrades from the militia went—he considered joining the 95th because of 

the fame and fancy of that regiment (the same reason for why Harris joined the Rifles), but 

chose the 51st because more of his fellow militiamen went into that regiment. Like Harris, he 

admits no patriotic motivations for enlisting in his letter home describing his enlistment, and his 

letters do not imply he was a deeply patriotic man. Wheeler tells his family that he cannot wait 

to get to the regiment so that he can escape the “scene of drunkenness and riot” among the 

new volunteers.35 Whether Wheeler actually disliked the drunkenness within the recruiting party, 

or he was lying to his family back home, this letter does demonstrate that recruiting parties 

heavily used alcohol in the recruiting process. The recruiters did not generally attempt to recruit 

people with patriotic sentiments, but rather with money and drink. 

 Edward Costello, who joined the rifles at the end of 1807, gave another vivid account of 

army recruiting practices in his memoir. Not long after he himself had enlisted, in large part 

because of the smart appearance of the recruiters, he encountered another young lad who 

asked about joining. The young lad also was intrigued by the smart appearance of Costello’s 
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uniform, but was also eager to earn the volunteer bounty. Costello had no money with him, as 

he had already spent his bounty, so he went to a local tavern’s landlord to borrow a shilling; the 

landlord happily lent him one. Costello states his motivation as greed; he wanted the bounty 

that recruiters received whenever they got a man to sign up. There was a similar bounty given to 

landlords; when a man they got drunk enlisted; landlords were given a bounty. This likely 

explains Harris’ description of his time with the recruiting party of the 95th: “When we paraded 

before the door of the Royal Oak, the landlord and landlady of the inn, who were quite as lively, 

came reeling forth, with two decanters of whiskey, which they thrust into the fists of the 

Sergeants, making them a present of decanters and all, to carry along with them, and refresh 

themselves on the march.”36These same recruiting tactics and the combination of drink and 

bounties as incentives for recruitment are described later in Harris’ memoir, when he was sent 

with a recruiting party after the regiment returned from Spain. Again, there is no indication that 

any of the soldiers enlisted out of any patriotic or noble spirit. According to the two memoirs, as 

well as Wheeler’s letters, the soldiers of Britain’s Army in Portugal and Spain enlisted because of 

money, alcohol, dazzling appearances, or a desire to leave one’s previous regiment. 

 

Courage, Cowardice, and Army Virtues: War in Denmark and the Peninsula 

In 1807 a British expeditionary force was dispatched with the North Sea Squadron of the 

Royal Navy to capture the Danish fleet at Copenhagen. This brief campaign only saw one land 

battle, but it played an important role for Harris, as it was his first taste of action. This account of 

the campaign introduces the importance of bravery and courage in Harris’ wartime memories. 

During the campaign in Denmark, two anecdotes demonstrate this. At the Battle of Køge 

Harris described a tremendous and inspiring cheer that the British forces gave, one that 
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“seemed so inspiring.”37 This pre-battle enthusiasm was evidently common, as Harris claims he 

soon became accustomed to it.38 He boasts that he felt exhilarated during the battle, and at one 

point he rushed ahead of the company, and was recalled by Captain Leech.39 It was about this 

time that Harris relates what he says was a painful memory:  

 

About this time, my front-rank man, a tall fellow named Jack Johnson, shewed a 

disposition as though the firing had on him an effect the reverse of what t had on 

many others of the company, for he seemed inclined to hang back, and once or 

twice turned round in my face. I was a rear-rank man, and porting my piece, in 

the excitement of the moment I swore that if he did not keep his ground, I would 

shoot him dead on the spot; so that he found it would be quite as dangerous for 

him to return as to go on.40 

 

Harris says that this man was later transferred out of the regiment into a veteran battalion in 

England, after word got out about his cowardice in the battle.41 The text is clearly intended to 

portray this man, Johnson, and the cowardice he showed in battle in a negative light. Indeed, 

Harris later says that it was a painful memory to relate, however the fact that it was the only 

instance of a British soldier holding back in battle that he remembers makes the story less 

painful. 

 When the 95th was sent to Portugal, Harris remembered the men, including himself, 

being very eager to fight the French. Holmes argued that descriptions of soldiers quickly 

transitioning from terror to excitement about the prospects of battle were very common in 

memoirs, diaries, and letters of this period.42 Harris recalled that early in the Peninsular 
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Campaign the men were all eager to come up with the French, and that they rarely thought 

about the dangers they would face in combat. Indeed, Harris remembered the army marching 

quickly and enthusiastically as they pursued a French army in Portugal.43 The riflemen briefly 

engaged the French Army’s skirmishers, and only a few days after that the British Army defeated 

the army at the Battle of Rolica. The eagerness for battle continued throughout the campaign, 

and was very evident during the Retreat to Corunna in 1809.44 Wheeler expressed an eagerness 

for battle as well, in a letter home written in 1814, while he was in a hospital recovering from a 

wound:  

 

As much as I desire to see my dear native land, my home and all my dear 

relations, old playmates and neighbours, I would much rather rejoin my Regiment 

again and take my chance with it. Then, when this long protracted war is over, if 

fortune should favour me I should have proud satisfaction of landing on my 

native shores with many a brave and gallant comrade, with whom I have braved 

the dangers of many a hard fought battle.45 

 

Wheeler’s letters provide fewer vivid descriptions of battles and his roles in them, so there are 

fewer episodes which demonstrate his opinions on bravery. This does not necessarily mean that 

Wheeler did not feel the same way about it as it is shown in Harris’ memoir, as Wheeler may 

have neglected to write more dangerous episodes due to the recipients of his letters. When he 

is wounded, he is sure to tell his family not to worry, as he has been told he will make a full 

recovery.46 
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Bravery is most evident in the memoir in anecdotes and stories in which Harris describes 

battles and skirmishers. In one anecdote, depicting an unspecified battle, he recounts that he 

and his fellow riflemen were under heavy enemy fire; the nearby 29th Regiment had also been 

badly mauled and demoralized. Before they could break, General Rowland Hill galloped up and 

rallied the men and steadied the line. Harris’ account emphasizes that Harris was deeply 

impressed by General Hill’s bravery and coolness under “such a storm of balls as he was exposed 

to.”47 In the same battle, he and his fellow riflemen were inspired to rush forward and drive 

French skirmishers from a good position after one soldier rushed forward himself and inspired 

the rest. The man’s bravery inspired and excited the riflemen to attack what Harris described as a 

formidable position.48 

In a skirmish before the Battle of Ricola, the Rifles encountered a superior force of French 

skirmishers; the riflemen formed a three-rank line and defended their position until they were 

ordered to retire the next morning.49 During the actual battle several days later, Harris recalled 

being overwhelmed with enemy fire: “the Frenchman’s bullets fell pretty thickly around.”50 

Despite this, the riflemen continued fighting. Harris was able to “knock several over without 

being dislodged; in fact, I fired away every round I had in my pouch whilst laying on this spot.”51 

Many rifles were killed during the battle, but Harris remembered the day as a triumph.52 

Similar episodes were described depicting the Battle of Vimeiro. The rifles were again 

attacked by a superior force. This time they were forced to retire, although they remained cheery 

and resistant during the retreat. One rifleman, James Ponton, kept running ahead of the rest of 

the rifles due to his excitement; it was something he had done in previous actions, according to 

Harris. This time, however, he was killed because of his bravery. Men from other regiments had 

to be restrained by their officers, Harris claimed, because of their anger over the danger the 
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rifles faced. Their general praised the bravery and eagerness of the men. When the men later 

charged, Harris particularly remembered the cheering and eagerness displayed by the men as 

they rushed into cannon and musket fire. 

Displays of bravery in battle played an important role in how soldiers thought about 

each other.  Harris recalled that “one feels, indeed, a sort of curiosity to know, after such a scene, 

who is remaining alive amongst the companions endeared by good conduct, or disliked from 

bad character, during the hardships of the campaign.”53 He distinguished his brave comrades 

from the “bad: ones. He later recalled that it is easy to remember his comrades “performing the 

acts of heroes.”54 Soldiers’ respect for their comrades often depended on their conduct in battle. 

In the British Army, certain virtues were encouraged; boldness, steadiness under fire, and 

discipline. These virtues were important for battlefield success, so were instilled by officers in 

training and drills. They also mattered to individual soldiers because if one soldier ran or 

abandoned his men in battle, he put them at risk.55 Costello remembered an anecdote 

demonstrating this; during one battle Long Tom, a fellow rifleman, retreated from the front to 

help with the wounded. As it was the duty of the bandsmen to help the wounded in battle, Tom 

was accused of being a coward:  

 

This, I must remark, was at first a common excuse for getting from under fire, and 

soon became marked with indignation by the braver men; at length, during the 

latter part of the campaign, no good soldier would venture under so frivolous a 

pretence, so to expose himself to the indignation of his comrades, excepting for 

any very extreme cases.56 
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Helping the wounded was seen as cowardly—it was thought of as an excuse to avoid the danger 

of combat. His fellow riflemen refused to allow Tom into their messes following this.57 He had 

proved himself to be a coward in the eyes of his comrades and had failed to assist them in the 

battle, and so they wanted nothing to do with him. 

 Another Tom from the rifles made an impression on Costello due to his battlefield 

conduct. Thomas Plunkett, an Irish rifleman, served in the same battalion as Costello. Plunkett 

had been with the rifles during the Retreat to Corunna—there he shot and killed a French 

general at what was thought to be an impossible range. After reloading, Plunkett shot the 

general’s trumpet major, who rode out to help the fallen general, to prove that the shot had not 

been a fluke. Costello thought of this man as a legend, and gave Plunkett a detailed description 

very early in the memoir. He admits that Plunkett had many faults, one of which was that he was 

a heavy drinker, but still thought that he was a great soldier because of his bravery and his skill, 

calling him the bravery soldier of the battalion even as Costello was describing him being 

flogged for drunkenness.58  

 During battle, Harris described being taunted by another rifleman, John Low; Low 

warned Harris to be careful, as he said he would steal Harris’ loot if he was killed during the 

battle. Harris claimed to have responded by telling Low that Harris’ money was his if he fell. But 

he also asked Low to shoot Harris himself if Harris acted timid during the action. Both survived 

the battle. This episode’s importance is in the fact that Harris portrayed himself as bring brave in 

battle, but it is also important in how the tale was received by his comrades. Harris said that Low 

told the story to others in the company following the battle. Harris’ reputation within the 

company rose following the story being spread, because of his bravery displayed in the tale. It is 

not just Harris’ courage that earns him his respect, however; Harris attributes his increased 
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reputation to the fact that he had looted nine guineas as much as he does the bravery that he 

exhibited. While bravery in battle is a quality much admired by Harris and his fellow soldiers, the 

loot Harris had amassed was also important. 

Even in cases where a soldier lost his respect for his comrades outside of battle, a 

soldiers could try and remedy his reputation through courage in battle. A sergeant in the Rifles, 

Mayberry, was described as a man disliked by the men, due to his tyrannical nature, but was 

well-loved by the officers for its discipline and honesty. His favour with the officers was lost, 

however, after he gambled away nearly two hundred pounds, which he had been supposed to 

use to purchase supplies for the men. He was quickly arrested and court martialled, where the 

company’s captain discovered that Mayberry had also been stealing a portion of the men’s pay 

as well, which Harris considered to be the graver of his two crimes. Harris made it clear that the 

men were very angry with Mayberry; they had to be kept in check during his flogging so they 

did not shout and hiss. This ill-will continued after he received 700 lashes:  

 

Mayberry after this was much scouted by his fellow- soldiers, and also ill-thought 

of by the officers; and, on a detachment being sent to Portugal, he volunteered 

for the expedition. Captain Hart, however, would fain have declined taking him, as 

he had so bad an opinion of him after this affair; but Mayberry shewed himself so 

desirous of going, that at last he consented, and took him. At the siege of 

Badajoz, Mayberry wiped off, in a measure, all his former ill conduct. He was seen 

by Captain Hart to behave so bravely in the breach, that he commended him on 

the spot. 
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Mayberry was restored to his rank of sergeant, and then told by his officer to retire to the fear as 

he had been wounded. Mayberry refused, saying he would continue to fighting so as to restore 

his respect among his comrades. The promise of a restored rank and the chance to leave the 

battle was less important to Mayberry than the respect of his fellow riflemen; he had endured 

their resentment before and understandably did not want to do so again. To Mayberry and the 

soldiers of his company, the crime of theft could only be repaid through gallantry. 

There is a limit to the emphasis on courage in the memoir. Harris speaks fondly of the 

bugle call Fire and Retire, a rifle bugle call which orders riflemen to fire one more round and 

then to retreat. He describes it as a welcome sound, though one that is only used when “it was 

quite necessary.”59 Courage is highly valued in the memoir, and those who lack it are criticized by 

the soldiers, just as those who exhibit it are praised and respected. But retreating in the face of 

heavy opposition is exempted from this ideal in the memoir. Another of Harris’ comrades, 

Corporal Murphey, was killed in the opening phases of the Battle of Vimiero—Harris states that 

he had had a presentiment of his death (“by no means an uncommon circumstance, and have 

observed it once or twice since this battle.”60), which caused him to act more nervous on the 

battlefield. While Harris points out that the corporal was not as brave as he normally was, he 

does not sound critical of Murphey—the presentiment of his death was an excuse.  

In 1809, the British Army, under Sir John Moore, advanced into Spain. Very suddenly in 

the campaign, the column was halted and ordered to turn around; they were retreating to 

Corunna, a coastal town, to link up with British shipping. A recent French offensive, led by 

Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte, had scattered the Spanish Armies which Moore was trying to 

reach—now drastically outnumbered, he was going to save the army by withdrawing from 

Spain. Harris, as an ordinary soldier, did not know this. He knew that the French were pursuing, 
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he knew the army was retreating due to that danger, and he knew that his general, Robert 

Craufurd, was very unhappy about it. He had little idea beyond that as to what was going on. As 

a member of Craufurd’s brigade, which formed the rear guard of one of the army’s columns, 

Harris participated in a few rearguard skirmishing actions, where he engaged French skirmishers 

and watched British and German cavalry charge their French counterparts. Harris also was 

subjected to harsh marching conditions. They Army underwent a forced march in cold weather, 

with very few supplies and poor, if any, footwear. Men frequently collapsed from exhaustion. 

Harris himself collapsed on the march, though fortunately was able to catch up to the army after 

he woke up. However, Harris remembered that many of those who collapsed were never seen 

again. They also were not helped by their fellow men. One sergeant tries to help a comrade who 

collapsed, but he was ordered to leave him by his officer. The majority of the men, including 

Harris, made no attempt to stop and help those who collapsed on the march, because of the 

exhaustion they felt themselves. 

This limitation of courage is evident in the writings of Wheeler and Costello, as well. 

When ordered to retreat because of superior enemy fire, Harris, Wheeler, and Costello do not 

criticize retreating nor the order to do so. When one man fell back alone, it was cowardice. The 

order of a commander legitimized the retreat of a whole company or regiment, or even an 

entire army (see section on Corunna). This is evident even when retreating places others in 

jeopardy. During the Retreat to Corunna, Harris described an episode where a battalion wife 

began going into labour. Her husband left the column to tend to her, but the men continued on 

without stopping. The British Army were fleeing an advancing French force and the soldiers did 

not think the man and woman had a chance, so they were abandoned.61 Harris agreed that they 

stood no chance, and he also was uncritical of the decision to leave them behind. Sometime 
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after the rifles returned to the Peninsula without Harris, Costello’s company was covering the 

retreat of the Light Division:  

 

While hotly engaged skirmishing, I was about taking possession of a tree, when I 

beheld a poor woman at the foot of it, who, being unable to keep up with the 

regiment, had sunk down exhausted. Poor soul! [S]he seized my hands, and 

begged of me to assist her; at the same moment the enemy's balls came rapping 

into the tree that only partially screened us. I was obliged, however, to leave her, 

as there seemed every prospect of most of us being cut off; the "assembly" 

sounded, and away we dashed, "devil take the hindmost," in upon the battalion.62 

 

Neither Costello nor Harris thought of themselves nor their comrades as cowards, and yet both 

retreated rather than helped the two women. Both recognized that they needed help, but 

justified their decisions based on the urgency of the situation and the orders of their officers.  

 

Bravery, Steadiness, and Sternness: Relations between Officers and Enlisted Men 

Harris, according to the memoir, was very fond of many of his officers and rarely critical 

of them. The officers of the 95th are mentioned most frequently. Harris observed that “The 

officers, too, are commented upon and closely observed. The men are very proud of those who 

are brave in the field, and kind and considerate to the soldiers under them. An act of kindness 

done by an officer has often during battle been the cause of his life being saved.”63 One 

unnamed rifle officer was described as “very ladylike” but still a very gallant man.64 He praised 

the gallantry of his officers, such as Major Travers, the commander of the four companies of the 
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95th present at the Battle of Vimeiro, who Harris described as “deservedly beloved by all who 

knew him. He was a tight hand; but a soldier likes that better than a slovenly officer.”65 Travers 

was ugly but “a real English soldier; and that’s better than if he had been the handsomest 

ladies’-man in the army.” He was brave in battle and remained in good spirits throughout, which 

helped to keep up the mens' spirit and confidence in battle.66 In addition to praising the Major’s 

bravery, Harris described the Major’s appearance and his relationship to his men in an anecdote:  

 

The major just now disclosed what none of us, I believe, knew before; namely, 

that his head was bald as a coot's, and that he had covered the nakedness of his 

nob, up to the present time, by a flowing Caxon, which, during the heat of the 

action, had somehow been dislodged, and was lost; yet was the major riding 

hither and thither, digging the spurs into his horse's flanks, and just as busy as 

before the firing had ceased. "A guinea," he kept crying as he rode, "to any man 

who will find my wig!" The men, I remember, notwithstanding the sight of the 

wounded and dead around them, burst into shouts of laughter at him as he went; 

and "a guinea to any man who will find my wig," was the saying amongst us long 

after that affair.67 

 

Travers was brave but also fairly close with the men, and his request for the men to find the wig 

which had been knocked off in the battle had a good impression on the men, who were made to 

laugh despite the no doubt horrifying scene of dead and dying comrades and enemies around 

them. 
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 Harris’ account is almost exclusively based on his memories. Because of this, there are 

very few descriptions of the army’s generals. He provides an anecdote of general Rowland Hill; 

Harris saw him in battle and was impressed by his bravery. He mentions the Duke of Wellington 

twice, seemingly in part because of the Duke’s fame: “I remember seeing the great Duke take his 

hat off in the field of [Vimeiro], and me-thinks it is something to have seen that wonderful man 

even do so common-place a thing as lift his hat to another officer in the battle-field.”68 It is clear 

that Harris admired the man, as did nearly every soldier and officer of the army, but Harris does 

not say too much about him. As a common soldier, he would have seen very little of the 

commanding general, and his brief praise could very well have been heavily influenced by the 

fame which Wellington earned after Harris left the army. More pages were spent discussing 

Harris’ memories and opinions of his brigade commander, Robert Craufurd. 

 Harris also described his opinions of the class division between officers and men. “Nay, 

whatever folks may say upon the matter, I know from experience, that in our army the men like 

best to be officered by gentlemen, men whose education has rendered them more kind in 

manners than our coarse officer, sprung from obscure origin, and whose style is brutal and 

overbearing.”69 He also stated that:  

 

my observation has often led me to remark amongst men, that those whose birth 

and station might reasonably have made them fastidious under hardship and toil, 

have [generally] borne their miseries without a murmur;—whilst those whose 

previous life, one would have thought, might have better prepared them for the 

toils of war, have been the first to cry out and complain of their hard fate.70 
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Considering the writer of the text was himself an officer, these statements should be taken with 

a grain of salt. According to John Keegan, the true relationship between officers and enlisted 

men in difficult, even impossible, to determine. But soldiers’ accounts like Harris’ show that the 

actions and conduct of their officers were very important sources of inspiration and 

encouragement.71 Holmes argues that some soldiers wrote that they preferred well-born officers 

to those raised from the ranks, though his only example is Harris’ memoir. Neither Wheeler nor 

Costello comment on this sort of preference in their writing. Holmes provides more evidence to 

suggest that officers raised from the ranks were often disliked and mistreated by fellow officers. 

He gives an example of an ensign who disobeyed his captain because he was raised from the 

ranks, saying that as a gentleman he did not have to listen to his ranker captain.72 As officers 

were the ones who trained, drilled, and led the soldiers, it is understandable that men in 

victorious armies had great confidence in their officers and had fond memories of them.73 Harris 

remembers his time in the army very fondly, and particularly remembers the victories. Despite 

the fact that the British lost both of the major campaigns in which he fought, Harris’ memories 

focus on his victories won by the riflemen in the battles and their ability to out-march the French 

at Corunna. He does not remember his campaign in Spain as a defeat. 

In contrast to the memoirs of Harris and Costello, the memoir of John Kincaid, an officer 

in the 95th Rifles, does not discuss the men under his command much at all. His instead 

describes his role in the war and provides lots of context discussing overall army movements 

and the decisions made by generals such as Wellington. He saw no need to discuss the lives of 

his men, aside from infrequent general comments about the bravery of John Bull’s soldiers.74 

This is very common in the memoirs written by officers. Generally, officers are disinterested in 

the men they are commanding in terms of the works they publish.75 These officers likely would 
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have been more interested in their men while on campaign, because of the importance of 

officers in the battlefield performance of their men as well as their prominence in the accounts 

of ordinary soldiers. However, they remain relatively absent from the published works of officers. 

His account is similar to Harris’ in one respect; Kincaid admits that he both fears and greatly 

respects General Robert Craufurd,76 who commanded the Light Brigade and later the Light 

Division, to which the 95th Rifles and other light regiments belonged. 

Harris described Craufurd many times in the memoirs. Craufurd took command of the 

Harris’ rifle company after the four companies to which Harris belonged joined with the rifles 

which had arrived as part of Sir John Moore’s Army. They belonged to the brigade under 

General Craufurd, which included other light regiments. “I could fill a boot with descriptions of 

him; for I frequently had my eye upon him in the hurry of action.”77 He considered him a very 

brave and steady officer. Harris described Craufurd as being very upset throughout the retreat to 

Corunna because he was upset about the army retreating. He was brave and worked to keep the 

soldiers' spirits up; once, during the retreat, Harris claims that Craufurd spoke to him, and joked 

about Harris’ lack of shoes (as Harris was a cobbler), as he often  spoke to many others in the 

brigade.78 “I shall never forget Craufurd if I live to a hundred years, I think. He was in everything 

a soldier.”79 He was also a stern commander, especially during the retreat. He punished severely; 

Harris cautions the reader about this, saying that while the reader might find the punishments 

he described as unnecessary and extreme, Harris argued that they were in fact quite necessary 

to hold the weary men of the brigade together during the harsh march.80 Costello agreed with 

Harris’ opinion of Craufurd: “at an early hour General Crauford made his re-appearance amongst 

us from England, and was welcomed with much enthusiasm by the division; although a strict 
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disciplinarian, the men knew his value in the field too well not to testify their satisfaction at his 

return.”81 

Harris only mentions flogging and executions a few other times in the memoir, and only 

in one case does he comment on how he thought the convicted should have been let off more 

easily. This is not really surprising, considering how common such corporal punishments were in 

British society at the time. Some soldiers, according to Coss, even wrote about how their own 

punishments were, in hindsight, necessary to maintain discipline in the army.82 Not everyone in 

the army agreed with flogging, of course, and officers who flogged too much were criticized by 

men like Wheeler, who joined the 51st Regiment to escape a militia colonel who flogged almost 

every week.83 

The fact that the text was written by Curling, an officer of another light regiment in the 

army, casts some doubt on the sincerity of Harris’ statements on the merits of his officers. He is 

not entirely uncritical of them, however. Harris mentions that the men are frequently watching 

and judging their officers. Harris does not provide any poor judgements of his own officers, but 

does recall an instance from the Retreat to Corunna with a critical take on an officer. An officer 

of an unspecified regiment had his men carry him across a river. Harris witnessed this and state, 

in the memoir, that the officer’s motivations were to keep his trousers dry. He also witnessed the 

reaction of General Craufurd, who ordered the soldiers to drop the officer and allow him to 

cross the river like everyone else. Harris wrote that many men, including himself, laughed at this, 

and that it helped raise their spirits for a time during the long retreat.84 

Most descriptions of officers in Costello’s work were positive. Bravery, steadiness, 

kindness, as well as sternness were praised. However, he makes it clear that there were a fair 

number of officers who were not as capable or brave as the others.85 These were what Costello 
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and other men called the “go on” officers—those who did not lead by example or from the 

front. Those officers who were brave and capable were labelled as “come on” officers; Costello 

recalled that the men actively labelled and distinguished their officers into these two 

categories,86 though he does not spend much time talking about the former category, instead 

choosing to discuss the ones he remembered fondly. Wheeler is very critical of hs militia captain, 

whom he described as tyrannical for his abusive and frequent punishments. It was fear of this 

man that compelled Wheeler to join the regular army.87 His new colonel was averse to 

flogging—he did flog one man early on, though Wheeler considered it justified as the man had 

deserted.88 The new colonel was very trusting; he received orders to keep he men locked up 

before the embarked for the Walcheren Expedition. Instead, the colonel threw open the gates, 

encouraging the men to go and enjoy themselves in the local down. He did not care about 

those who would run: “It was only the good soldiers he wished to take with him. We were going 

to reap laurels, therefore he should not hinder the good soldier from enjoying himself for the 

sake of keeping a few good for nothing fellows. If any such had crept into the Corps, they would 

only cover the Regiment with disgrace.”89 As Wheeler told his family, no one in the regiment 

abused the confidence that the colonel displayed, as no one deserted.90 Wheeler’s letters were 

never intended for publication, and were sent to his own family. An officer of the British army 

later edited them for the published volume in 1951; it is unlikely an officer in 1951 had any 

reason to edit out negative opinions of the officers in 1807-1815. Costello’s work also was not 

edited by officers, though was intended for publication. 
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Bravery and Yearning for Action: Disaster at the Walcheren Campaign 

Harris' last expedition while in the army did not include any fighting, though its brief 

account in the memoir still provides examples which demonstrate the virtue of courage. The 

expedition to Walcheren, which began as “a fine an expedition as ever I looked at, and the army 

seemed to stretch, as I regarded, the whole distance before us to Dover.”91 While a portion of 

the rifles landed at Flushing, and were engaged in battle, Harris' company landed on South 

Beveland, far from the action, but close enough to hear the cannonade. There they soon faced 

an even more dangerous enemy; what the soldiers called the ague quickly infected many of the 

men. Within three weeks, Harris claimed that only himself and one other rifleman in the 

company could stand.92 He recalled that “At Flushing matters were not much better, except that 

there the soldiers had a smart skirmish with their enemies before the fever ague attacked 

them.”93 After reembarking with the rest of the army Harris himself got sick, and returned to 

England in a very poor state.  

 Harris remembers the doctors who cared for him and his comrades fondly, although he 

admits that the doctors, for all of their efforts, had no ability to cure the disease. He remembers 

that all of the rifles, including himself, were eager to rejoin their regiment, which had returned to 

Portugal. However, many were sick and unable to return. Here Harris “saw one or two of my old 

Peninsular comrades, who I had often seen fighting bravely in the field, die in this hospital in a 

miserable condition, their bodies being swollen up like barrels.”94 Harris recovered enough to 

eventually rejoin the Rifles, although fell sick on the journey to Portsmouth and had to remain in 

England. His active career in the army was over, and evidently he continued life as a cobbler with 

very fond memories of his time in the army, stating that: “For my own part, I can only say, that I 

enjoyed life more whilst on active service, than I have every done since; as as I sit at work in my 
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shop in Richmond Street, Soho, I look back upon that portion of my time spent in the fields of 

the Peninsula as the only part worthy of remembrance.”95 Even after the hardships he 

encountered in the Peninsula, as well as the sickness he contracted in Walcheren which 

remained with him until at least the time when the memoir was written, he still had fond 

memories of his time in the army. 

 

Looting, Rape, and Guilt: Criminality and Army Virtue 

Harris' text is less focused on other army virtues and their connection to army crimes, but 

there are still several important examples. Looting was a crime that Harris actively participated in 

at several points in the memoir; it was a very common occurrence during the war and could 

result in very harsh punishments. Rape was another crime which could result in harsh 

punishments, and Harris gives no examples of it occurring in his memoir. He implies that he 

prevents a rape, but otherwise none occur in his narrative.  

 Coss and Holmes both point out that while Wellington frequently threatened and 

implemented hangings for those guilty of looting, infringements were so common that most 

looters were never punished.96 Harris, who describes looting himself, was never punished for that 

army crime. Harris' conservation with John Low demonstrated that, even early in the campaign, 

Harris had looted nine guineas, and his text implies that this was partly the reason for his good 

reputation within his company. An account of the act of looting was given following the 

description of the Battle of Vimeiro. By the time that Harris arrived among the dead, many 

corpses and been thoroughly looted already. Harris came upon a man who had a fair amount of 

gold on him; however, Harris assumed the gold was stolen from a Church, so he declined to take 
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in fear of incurring the wrath of God.97 Harris had no problem with looting shoes and trinkets of 

value from dead British officers and soldiers, as well as enemy soldiers.98 

 Officers had differing opinions on looting. While he was looting, an officer from the 60th 

Rifles encountered Harris and gave him advice on how to find loot hidden in soldiers' uniforms. 

99 Upon his return to his company, Harris was stopped by his captain who asked if he and been 

looting. At first Harris was very worried, demonstrating that punishments for looting were 

frequent enough to scare Harris, but he was surprised when his officer laughed and even 

commended Harris.100 By this time, however, Harris had looted at least twice without knowing 

how his officer felt about it. Another rifleman, however, was not as lucky; he had looted a ring 

from a dead rifle officer, and was caught while trying to sell the ring to other officers. He was 

given five hundred lashes.101  

 Women are rarely mentioned in the memoir. This was not because they were not 

frequently present in Harris' life, but because of the opposite. Women, usually wives, travelled 

officially with each regiment, so their presence would not have been anything out of the 

ordinary for Harris. At the same time, he had very few recollections that involved women from 

the army; he does state that the rifles were often involved with local women, but provides no 

details and few examples. One recollection, from his time in Denmark, provides the only possible 

link between Harris' military service and the horrible yet still not uncommon crime of rape. He 

states that while in Denmark he and several other riflemen were billeted in a local house. There 

the men got drunk and tried to become intimate with the daughters of the house, whom he 

described as “handsome.” Harris claims that he stopped this by threatening to report their 

conduct to their officers, stating that they should be kind and respect their guests.102  
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In contrast, Wheeler, in his letters following his enlistment into the regular army, 

describes that his new comrades frequently boast about “Murders, rapes, and robberies that 

would frighten Old Devil Dunk himself if he could here them. I listen to there tales, with some 

degree of interest often doubting the truth of the fatigues etc. They seem to delight to relate.”103 

Whether the stores were true or not, it does show that among some soldiers rape and robberies 

were not considered horrendous; they were even admired.  

Why did Harris’ recollections of this aspect of army life differ from that of Wheelers? It is 

very possible that Harris himself had a different view than did many of his comrads. It is also 

possible that the recollections were “cleaned up” for the sake of publication. Considering this 

was intended to sell in the Victorian market, a protagonist who frequently violated such a 

heinous crime was not a recipe for a best seller. Instead, he was portrayed as a hero who 

prevented rape, and never participated in it. 

Interestingly, Harris does not depict himself as a wholly virtuous man when it came to 

army crimes. In terms of sexual crimes, he depicted himself as a hero. But in other areas he was 

very open about his lack of virtue. As previously described, Harris frequently looted, a crime 

which often carried serious punishments. While Harris was fortunate with never being punished 

(despite being caught by an amused officer), another of his compatriots was given a harsh 

sentence of five hundred lashes for the same crime. He does not depict himself as a hero during 

the retreat from Spain, either. Moore’s army suffered under harsh winter conditions, and during 

that march to Corunna Harris left many of his comrades to die, just as he himself was left to die. 

He also does not stop to help a woman who went into labour on the march, as he and his 

fellows expected she would have no chance anyway. Another soldier does stop to try and help a 
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collapsed comrade, but Harris does not criticize himself nor any of his comrades for not 

following his example.  

 

Conclusion 

Perhaps Curling thought that the authenticity of Harris' narrative would be its selling 

point, or he was genuinely interested in spreading Harris' story. Either way, the memoir did not 

become popular until long after it was published. A possible cause of this is that the lack of a 

grand, sweeping patriotic narrative about the British Army meant that the same interest which 

made other memoirs to popular did not apply to this book. While there were many prominent 

virtues demonstrated in the memoir, these virtues did not perfectly match up with society's 

priorities. Instead, they more closely matched those desired by the British Army that fought in 

the Napoleonic Wars.  

There is very little in the way of patriotic zeal. While courage played a central role in 

Harris' life in the army, it was a virtue which had its limits. He praises his gallant officers and 

remains an obedient soldier throughout, but makes no pledge of loyalty to King George nor the 

United Kingdom. And, while he in some cases portrays himself as a hero, this too is limited; he 

loots and drinks and fails to help many in need. While the memoir is a useful and interesting 

window into the lives of soldiers in the British Army, a Victorian public may not have had the 

same interest in it.  

Still, this work enabled Rifleman Benjamin Harris, an illiterate soldier, to leave a lasting 

impression in print. There are very few accounts that provide an insight into the illiterate 

majority of British soldiers. This work is edited and curated by Curling, an educated officer likely 

with some interest in profiting from the work. But the story is still that of an uneducated soldier, 
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and the relative lack of popularity of the book in Victorian Society could suggest that this is in 

fact an authentic account of Harris’ memories. If Curling altered the narrative too greatly, why 

did he not incorporate themes and virtues that were more appealing to Victorian ideals of 

patriotism and Britishness. If that is the case, the recollections of man who could neither read 

nor write persist, albeit in obscurity, and tell the story of a time Harris remembered as the best 

of his life.  
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